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ABSTRACT There is a significant body of literature concerning the analysis of Twitter accounts, yet the
behavior of newly created accounts remains relatively unexplored. In this study, we introduce a novel
approach to detect Twitter accounts right after registration and explore their behavioral patterns. In a
two-week period in April 2020, our technique identified over 500,000 accounts before they even started
interacting with the platform. Each account was monitored for 21 days by sampling profile information and
timelines at scheduled intervals, retrieving over 8 million tweets. An additional sample of profile information
was collected approximately two years after creation, in May 2022. One of the key findings of our study is
the lack of sustained and genuine engagement from new accounts. Indeed, a large proportion of them (almost
25%) were suspended by Twitter in the first 21 days, and the evaluation conducted after two years reveals
that only a tiny fraction of the remaining enabled accounts seem to be active and genuine users (3.8% of the
initial sample). Additionally, despite the early suspensions enforced by Twitter, it turns out that some short-
lived accounts still managed to have a substantial impact on the total volume of content and interactions
from new accounts. Overall, our findings may have important implications for understanding the dynamics
of new accounts’ behavior as well as Twitter’s suspension policy prior to the recent change in ownership.
This could stimulate further research to evaluate the impact of the ongoing changes introduced by the new
administration.

INDEX TERMS Ephemeral accounts, fake accounts, social bots, social media analysis, suspended accounts,
user engagement.

I. INTRODUCTION
Twitter has emerged as one of the most popular online social
networks, with over 300 million active users [1]. Popular-
ity inevitably attracted malicious actors, who targeted the
platform with activities like spamming [2], phishing [3],
distributing malware [4] and diffusing false information [5],
[6]. Recently, Twitter’s ability to deal with these challenges
has been under scrutiny, especially in light of the dispute
with business magnate ElonMusk, who then acquired Twitter
itself in October 2022. In particular, Musk accused the board
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of directors of lying about the real impact of bots, as the com-
pany reported that ‘‘false or spam accounts’’ represent less
than 5% of its monetizable daily active users, i.e., daily users
who accessed the platform. In contrast, Musk claimed that,
according to a study he had commissioned, false accounts
represented 33% of visible accounts during the first week of
July 2022, and 10% of monetizable daily active users [7].

The presence of coordinated and inauthentic accounts
spreading misinformation has also raised concern among the
scientific community, as Twitter has become an essential
source of news for many people. For instance, it has been
shown that Twitter played a relevant role in the debate sur-
rounding events like general elections [5], or health-related
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emergencies [8], [9]. Researchers have devised a variety of
reactive approaches to identify malicious accounts, typically
based on features like specific patterns in screen names [10],
[11], a high rate of tweets containing URLs [12], [13], or an
unusual increase in the number of followings or follow-
ers [14].

Supposedly, bad actors have two main ways to deal with
Twitter’s suspension techniques: advanced and ephemeral
accounts [11]. The first approach consists in preparing
sophisticated accounts that are able to elude Twitter filters:
such advanced accounts generally require a relatively high
operation cost. In contrast, it is hypothesized that a much
simpler and cost-effective approach consists in continuously
creating a large number of new accounts that rapidly fulfill
their malicious task until they are suspended by Twitter. The
impact of such ‘‘ephemeral’’ accounts on the platform is
not fully understood, as the API does not explicitly allow
researchers to detect and monitor new accounts since their
creation time. Indeed, newly created accounts can only be
studied after they share content on the platform.

In our study, we used an innovative technique to detect
Twitter accounts right after registration and before any other
interaction with the platform. This allowed us to detect over
500,000 new accounts created in the second half of April
2020, and then monitor profile information and tweeting
activity during their first 21 days on Twitter. For a broader
temporal view, we expanded the analysis on deactivations
and suspensions by re-sampling profile information about
two years after the accounts were created, in May 2022.
This dataset offers an unprecedented opportunity to study the
behavior of new accounts as well as to evaluate the measures
adopted by Twitter to limit malicious behaviors.

The analysis provided in this paper aims to answer the
following research questions:

RQ1 What is the prevalence of ephemeral (i.e., short-
lived) and potentially malicious accounts among
new Twitter users?

RQ2 What are the trends in deactivations and suspen-
sions during the first 21 days?

RQ3 How do ephemeral accounts use the platform and
what is their overall impact compared to normal
accounts within the first 21 days?

Notable findings include that about one in four accounts do
not remain enabled beyond their first 21 days on the platform,
and only 3.8% of new accounts keep using the platform with
human-like behavior after two years. We believe that our
study and the resulting dataset could spark further research
aimed at evaluating how the policies enforced by the new
Twitter ownership, including the changes in the access to
the API, might have affected the prevalence and impact of
ephemeral accounts.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reports
the most relevant work from the state of the art. Section III
presents the innovative technique devised to spot new account
IDs seconds after registration. Section IV describes the

dataset and shows all the analyses we performed to answer
the research questions mentioned above. Finally, we draw our
main conclusions in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK
Most of the Twitter-related studies turn out to be tweet-
based [11], [15]. This approach implies collecting tweets
using queries related to a particular topic or sampling random
tweets in real time through the API. Thus, only accounts that
tweeted at least once and that matched the chosen criteria
could be identified and studied. Our work differs from these
as it is user-based: accounts are collected first and then,
through monitoring, the tweets shared by them are captured.

Only a few works described a user-based approach. Pio-
neering user-based research was carried out by [16]: the
authors collected 537 million Twitter accounts (the entire
Twitter social graph as of July 2012) through a distributed
crawler. Accounts were identified by their ID, which at the
time consisted of a 32-bit integer allocated sequentially [17].
Of the gathered accounts, only 50% shared at least one tweet,
while 40% were not followed by anybody and 25% did not
follow anybody. The authors of [18] discovered a botnet of
more than 350,000 social bots that tweeted random quotes
from Star Wars novels; their initial dataset of 6 million ran-
dom accounts was created by choosing a uniform 1% sample
in the ID space (232 possible values).

Asmentioned above, Twitter account IDs used to be simple
incremental numbers on 32 bits, so it was relatively easy to
automatically generate new valid IDs. However, since 2016
Twitter has adopted Snowflake to generate new IDs: this
new approach does not rely on simple sequential numbers
and extends the space of possible IDs to 264 (more detail in
Section III). Some useful hints on how Snowflake-based IDs
could be guessed are presented as a corollary contribution
in [19], which nevertheless based its main analysis on a
dataset created with an approach similar to [18] combined
with a tweet-based method.

Using account IDs is not the only means for identifying
Twitter accounts. In [20], the authors first collected 20 seed
Twitter accounts from the public timeline, then they gathered
the seed accounts’ followers and followings. The latter step
was repeated until they built a collection of nearly 500,000
accounts, which were used to study spammers. A similar
strategy is implemented in [21]. To perform a retrospective
analysis of accounts suspended from Twitter, the authors
collected the followers of the top 100 most-followed Twitter
accounts. By doing so, theywere able to construct a dataset of
approximately 560 million accounts. A different approach is
presented in [22], where accounts listed for sale by an under-
ground merchant were detected and monitored, identifying
23,579 fake accounts that shared at least one tweet in 2020.

To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first work
presenting a study on a large number of new Twitter accounts
that have been detected right after registration and before they
produced any visible content or interaction. This allowed us
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TABLE 1. Structure of the 64-bit Twitter ID, starting from the most
significant bit.

to include in the analysis not only the accounts that tweeted,
but also those that engaged in other interactions such as likes,
followers, and followings, as well as the accounts that were
completely inactive.

III. DATA COLLECTION METHOD
In 2010, Twitter announced a new internal service called
Snowflake to manage the creation of time-ordered IDs for
user accounts and tweets in a distributed environment.1 In
the same year, an initial implementation of this service
was released in a public repository.2 However, support for
this repository was discontinued in 2014. The adoption of
Snowflake for user IDs only became effective in early 2016.3

In order to perform reverse engineering of Snowflake IDs,
we referred to the blog post from 2010, the initial source code,
and incorporated insights from previous literature [19], [23].
Snowflake Twitter IDs are structured as presented in Table 1.
The use of a timestamp in the most significant bits ensures
that IDs are time-ordered with millisecond precision; the
worker part identifies a specific thread or process, namely an
‘‘object’’ capable of generating a new ID; sequence numbers
are supposedly adopted by workers to create different IDs
with the same timestamp. This design ensures that different
‘‘workers’’ operating in distributed data centers can generate
unique account IDs without the need for any centralized
coordination.

Starting from these specifications of Snowflake, we
devised a technique to spot new account IDs right after
their creation. Each Twitter API developer credential (v1.1)
allowed us to test 100 different IDs per second by using the
‘‘users/lookup’’ endpoint. Our technique exploited 10 creden-
tials in parallel in order to test 1,000 possible new IDs per
second. These 1,000 IDs were based on 250 possible times-
tamps and 4 different worker IDs. Timestamps were chosen
randomly among the 1,000 unique timestamps available per
second (millisecond precision), whereas the four worker IDs
were chosen dynamically by exploiting a dedicated algo-
rithm. This algorithm continuously keeps an updated list of
the four most recently active workers. Finally, the sequence

1blog.twitter.com/engineering/en_us/a/2010/announcing-snowflake.
2github.com/twitter-archive/snowflake/releases/tag/snowflake-2010.
3twittercommunity.com/t/migration-of-twitter-core-entities-to-64-bit-

ids/56881.

FIGURE 1. New accounts detection trend (Sundays in red).

number part of the tried IDs was set to zero because this is by
far the most common value according to our experiments and
as suggested by [19].

The ‘‘users/lookup’’ endpoint, for each valid ID, returns
themain profile information (‘‘user object’’): this information
was stored in an internal database. Each detected account
was then monitored for 21 days by two dedicated scripts,
which were executed in parallel. At scheduled intervals, the
first script retrieved new samples of the user object by using
again the ‘‘user/lookup’’ endpoint, while the second script
leveraged the ‘‘statuses/user_timeline’’ endpoint to retrieve
the tweets from the user’s timeline.

If an account is deactivated or suspended, the
‘‘users/lookup’’ endpoint does not return any informa-
tion. In this case, the same script automatically calls
the ‘‘users/show/ID’’ endpoint to discriminate whether the
account has been deactivated or suspended (deactivation is
a willing action taken by the user, whereas suspension is
enforced by Twitter). This information is then stored in the
database and the profile information is kept being refreshed
according to the usual schedule, in case the account is
reactivated. A more detailed view of the parallel subtasks
involved in detecting and monitoring new IDs is shown in
Table 2.

To enable a broader temporal view, we also collected
a sample of the user objects approximately 2 years after
creation. We used the ‘‘users/lookup’’ and ‘‘users/show’’
endpoints to refresh account information, which allowed
us to update the statistics related to the number of deac-
tivated, suspended, and enabled accounts, as well as the
total number of tweets (‘‘statuses_count’’) shared by enabled
accounts.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Between April 15 and May 1, 2020, our technique identified
510,841 new accounts. On average, accounts were detected
16 seconds after the creation date reported in the user object.
The maximum delay with respect to creation was just 34 sec-
onds. Figure 1 depicts the number of accounts found on each
day. On average, 30,049 accounts were found daily, with a
standard deviation of 4,112. There is no apparent correlation
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TABLE 2. Subtasks in the Twitter ID detection and monitoring technique.

TABLE 3. Total activity by monitored accounts in their first 21 days.

with specific weekdays. The IDs of detected accounts and
tweets are publicly available.4

As outlined in Section III, our analysis examined only a
subset of the possible IDs: i) 25% of the possible times-
tamps (250 milliseconds checked per second); ii) the four
most active ‘‘workers’’; iii) sequence number equal to zero.
Therefore, we can only find a conservative estimate of the
number of new Twitter accounts per day by multiplying the
daily mean value times four, resulting in about 120,000 new
Twitter accounts per day and about 3.6 million new accounts
per month.

Table 3 summarizes the platform activity for different
types of interactions. For each interaction, it is shown: the
total count produced by the monitored accounts in their first
21 days; the number and percentage of accounts involved in
such interactions. Over 8 million tweets were produced by
approximately 179,000 accounts, corresponding to 35.1% of
the accounts in our dataset. Retweets were the most com-
mon tweet type (40.5% of all tweets), followed by replies
(34.2%) and new tweets (22%). The prevalence of retweets

4https://data.d4science.net/Yr5d

is not surprising, as retweeting involves just a couple of
clicks/taps on already-existing content [24]. The number of
unique accounts per tweet type offers a different perspective:
about one in four accounts posted at least one original tweet,
whereas less than 20% posted at least one retweet or reply.
Only 5.3% of accounts used quotes, while 65% did not tweet
at all. Likes represent an even simpler form of interaction and
were used by 35.8% of accounts. Notably, 52.1% of accounts
were inactive in terms of both likes and tweets of any kind.
Another way of interacting with the platform involves being
followed by other accounts (followers) or following other
accounts (followings). Table 3 reveals that 30.8% of accounts
achieved at least one follower, while 55.7% followed at least
another account. The imbalance between the number of fol-
lowers and followings can be attributed to the fact that gaining
followers requires more effort than simply following other
accounts. Furthermore, Twitter itself facilitates new follow-
ings by suggesting potentially interesting accounts during the
registration procedure.

In the following, we describe our analyses to answer the
three research questions highlighted in the Introduction. Sub-
section IV-A addresses RQ1 and, to a lesser extent, RQ2
by presenting the prevalence of deactivated and suspended
accounts during the first 21 days and the number of potential
social bots after two years. Subsection IV-B provides a more
detailed analysis of RQ2 by showing the timing of deactiva-
tions and suspensions of new accounts. Finally, Section IV-C
answers RQ3 by describing the impact of early deactivated
and suspended accounts on the platform.

A. PREVALENCE OF POTENTIALLY MALICIOUS ACCOUNTS
AND SOCIAL BOTS
There are two ways a Twitter account may become unable to
interact with the platform: deactivation and suspension.
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TABLE 4. Deactivated and suspended accounts after 21 days.

Deactivation occurs when users willingly deactivate their
accounts. After this decision, users have up to 30 days to
access the account and re-enable it, otherwise, the account
is permanently deleted from the platform. The Twitter API
can reveal if an account has been deactivated, but it does
not allow us to discriminate between deactivated and perma-
nently deleted accounts.
Suspension is executed by Twitter itself when an account

somehow violates its policy. According to Twitter, suspension
mostly occurs because accounts ‘‘are spammy, or just plain
fake, and they introduce security risks for Twitter and for
everyone using Twitter’’. Other motivations are the suspicion
that an account might have been hacked, or ‘‘abusive tweets
or behavior’’. Accounts marked as suspended by the Twitter
API cannot be reached on Twitter, as their URL returns a
‘‘page not found’’ error. Users may have the opportunity
to appeal against it, but reactivation after suspension is an
extremely rare event. On some occasions accounts may be
‘‘temporarily limited’’ by Twitter: these accounts can still be
reached by other users, though the latter are warned that the
account’s interaction with the platform has been restricted
due to suspicious activity. The Twitter API only allows us to
detect when an account is deactivated or suspended, whereas
temporary restrictions are not reported.

The first result related to deactivations and suspensions
in our dataset is shown in Table 4, which shows the total
figure of deactivated and suspended accounts at the end of the
21-day interval relative to account creation. Notably, about
one in four accounts were suspended in the first 21 days
(24.5%), while 4.3% of accounts were deactivated by their
users. Hence, only 71.2% of accounts were still able to inter-
act with the platform after only 21 days since their creation.

From the screening of accounts’ status after two years
(May 2022) it turns out that 20,985 more accounts have been
deactivated (+95.8%), whereas another 16,673 accounts have
been suspended by Twitter (+13,3%). Compared to what we
observed in the first 21 days, the number of deactivations
has nearly doubled, whereas the proportional increase in
suspensions was far lower. Seemingly, Twitter’s suspension
policy tends to be applied mostly in the first few weeks of an
account’s existence.

After this overview of new deactivations and suspensions,
we deepened our investigation of the behavior of the remain-
ing enabled accounts in this two-year window, from May
2020 to May 2022. More specifically, we used the ‘‘Botome-
ter’’ classifier [25] to estimate the presence of bots among
enabled accounts. Botometer returns a probability estimate

∈ [0, 1] for each account: values near one denote a likely
social bot, whereas lower values indicate a higher probability
of being a human. To identify potential social bots, we set
the threshold to 0.76, as done in other works [26], [27].
Botometer requires that the analyzed account has shared at
least 20 tweets to provide a reliable score. Considering that
the age of our accounts is approximately two years, 20 tweets
correspond to less than one tweet per month.

Two years after creation, only 56,525 accounts (11.1%
of the initial sample) are relevant to social bot detection,
being enabled and having shared at least 20 tweets in two
years. Moreover, Botometer-based analysis reveals that most
of these accounts (around 65%) are potential social bots.

A recap of the findings presented in this subsection is
shown in Figure 2. From our initial sample of 510,841
accounts created between April 15 and May 1, 2020, only
363,733 (71.2%) survived the first 21 days, while 326,075
(63.8%) were still enabled after two years. Botometer-based
analysis of the 56,525 enabled accounts with more than
20 tweets after two years reveals that only 19,350 accounts
(3.8% of the initial sample) are likely to be genuine users.

B. DAILY TRENDS IN DEACTIVATIONS AND SUSPENSIONS
DURING THE FIRST 21 DAYS
In this subsection, we delve into the timing of deactiva-
tions and suspensions during the first 21 days after regis-
tration. Hereafter, we refer to the three groups of accounts
described in Table 4 as Enabled, Deactivated, and Suspended.
These groups are based on the account status after 21 days.
Our dataset does not show suspicious bursts of potentially
malicious accounts created on a specific day, but rather a
stable production of such accounts. Figure 3 shows when
the accounts from the three groups were detected, which
corresponds to their creation date (log scale was used to
better visualize the number of accounts in the Deactivated
group, which is roughly ten times smaller with respect to
the other two groups). It can be observed that the creation
of accounts in all groups was relatively stable throughout
the monitored interval: the average daily creation value was
21,396 ± 3,284 for Enabled, 1,289 ± 119 for Deactivated,
and 7,365 ± 1,043 for Suspended. Also, there is a strong
correlation between the three sets of values, indicating that
more deactivated/suspended accounts were found on days
when our technique was able to spot a higher total number
of newly created accounts.

A different perspective is provided in Figure 4, which
depicts the number of deactivated and suspended accounts on
any given day relative to account creation, from day 1 (first
day on the platform, right after creation) to day 21 (last day
in the monitored interval). Concerning deactivations, most
of them (58.5%) occurred during the first day: a possible
explanation is that these users briefly tried the platform before
deactivating their new account. Suspensions show an even
more peculiar pattern: most suspensions occurred around the
16th day relative to creation, when over 100,000 accounts
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FIGURE 2. Temporal view of the fate of new Twitter accounts: deactivations and suspensions in the first 21 days, subsequent events within
2 years, and identification of genuine active users and social bots.

FIGURE 3. New accounts detection trend for each group.

FIGURE 4. Deactivations and suspensions in the first 21 days.

from our dataset were suspended by Twitter. More precisely,
8.1% of suspensions occurred on the 15th day, 81.7% on the
16th, and 2.1% on the 17th. Hence, these three days (relative
to account creation) determined 91.8% of the total number
of suspensions in our dataset. Another day with a high rate

FIGURE 5. Deactivations and suspensions in the first 5 hours.

FIGURE 6. Deactivations and suspensions around the 16th day.

of suspensions was the first relative to creation, when 4%
of the total suspensions occurred. On the remaining days,
the average rate of daily suspensions was substantially lower
(0.2%).

More details on the timing of deactivations and suspen-
sions are provided in Figure 5, which depicts the first 5 hours
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of volumes and active accounts among
Deactivated and Suspended for each interaction type.

after creation, and in Figure 6, which shows what happened
around the 16th day. Figure 5 reveals that the majority of
first-day deactivations and suspensions occurred within the
first hour. Specifically, within the first 20 minutes, Twitter
enforced 2,068 suspensions, accounting for over 40% of day
1 suspensions. Regarding the anomaly of the high rate of
suspensions around day 16, Figure 6 shows that, indeed, there
is a visible rise in the suspension rate starting from day 15 and
up to the beginning of day 17. However, most suspensions
occurred in the first four hours of day 16, when Twitter
suspended 88,408 accounts, representing approximately 70%
of the overall suspensions in our dataset.

C. BEHAVIOR OF DEACTIVATED AND SUSPENDED
ACCOUNTS
In this subsection, we analyze the behavior of new accounts
during the first 21 days, with a particular focus on the dif-
ferent groups of accounts based on their status at the end
of the monitored period. This way, we aim to show whether
ephemeral accounts (Deactivated and Suspended) managed
to have a substantial impact in terms of interactions when
compared to Enabled accounts.

Figure 7a illustrates the percentage of interactions gener-
ated by Deactivated and Suspended accounts for each pos-
sible interaction type, relative to the total interactions pro-

TABLE 5. Subgroups identified among Deactivated and Suspended.

duced by new accounts. Likewise, for each interaction type,
Figure 7b illustrates the percentage of accounts that belong
to Deactivated or Suspended with respect to the total active
accounts for that interaction.

Some interesting results can be observed. In terms of total
volumes, even though Enabled produced the large major-
ity of interactions, Suspended and Deactivated combined
were responsible for over 10% of the total tweets from new
accounts on the platform, almost 5% of likes, and around
8% of achieved followers and new followings. In terms of
accounts, there is a high proportion of Suspended involved in
producing new tweets: 12.4% of the total number of accounts
that tweeted new content were later suspended. If we consider
all the tweet types combined, only 84.1% of tweeters belong
to the Enabled group. Finally, it is worth mentioning that
suspended accounts were particularly active in content ampli-
fication (7.0% of total retweets and 7.1% of total retweeters)
as well as in achieving followers from other accounts (6.8%
of the accounts that obtained at least one follower belong to
Suspended).

It is worth noting that the total count values presented here
(interactions and active accounts) may underestimate the true
impact of Deactivated and Suspended. This is because our
monitoring technique relies on a predefined sampling sched-
ule, hence interactions that were performed shortly before
an account was suspended or deactivated might have been
missed. Also, it should be considered that Deactivated and
Suspended produced these volumes in less time, as they were
not active for the whole 21-day interval.

DEACTIVATED AND SUSPENDED SUBGROUPS
In order to provide more detail on the behavior of Deactivated
and Suspended, we identified specific subgroups based on the
timing of deactivations/suspensions as presented in the previ-
ous subsection. For Deactivated, we define two subgroups:
Deactivated D1, the accounts deactivated on their day 1 and
that were enabled for at least 10 minutes;Deactivated Others,
the accounts deactivated after their first day and within the
monitored interval of 21 days. For Suspended, we define three
groups: Suspended D1, the accounts suspended on their day
1 and that were enabled for at least 10 minutes; Suspended
D15-17, the accounts suspended between day 15 and day 17;
Suspended Others, the accounts suspended on the remaining
days relative to account creation (2-14 or 18-21). The number
of accounts in each subgroup and the percentage of such
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FIGURE 8. Day 1 analysis of the interactions performed by the different
groups of accounts, in terms of active accounts (%) and number of
interactions among active accounts.

accounts with respect to the total number of accounts in the
group are shown in Table 5.

The decision to exclude from these analyses the accounts
deactivated within ten minutes (4,172 accounts, 19.0%
of Deactivated) or suspended within ten minutes (1,491
accounts, 1.2% of Suspended) stems from the inability to
detect any kind of interaction for such accounts, due to the
sampling interval of our monitoring technique (one sample
of the users’ timeline and one user object every ten minutes
in the first hour after account creation).

Day 1 analysismay reveal early signs of abnormal behavior
soon after creation. The two plots in Figure 8 depict the day
1 activity of the different subgroups of Deactivated and Sus-
pended accounts compared to the group of Enabled accounts
(green bars). More precisely, Figure 8a shows the percentage
of active accounts for each subgroup and for each interaction
type, while the boxplots in Figure 8b show the distribution
of the number of interactions performed on day 1 by active
accounts (whiskers = 3 ∗ IRQ). Interaction count is shown in
log scale for better visibility of lower values. The behavior
after day 1 is analyzed in a similar manner in Figure 9. This
time, Figure 9a shows the percentage of active accounts that
performed at least one interaction after day 1, while Figure 9b
shows the distribution of the number of daily interactions
from active accounts, considering any day from day 2 to 21.

Let us first discuss the behavior of Deactivated sub-
groups. In Figure 8, Deactivated D1 (dark blue bars) show

FIGURE 9. Activity performed by the different groups of accounts after
day 1, in terms active accounts (percentage of accounts that made at least
one interaction after day 1, with respect to the total number of accounts
in the group) and number of daily interactions among active accounts.

a behavioral pattern relatively similar to Enabled, both in
terms of active accounts and distribution of interactions. This
suggests that most of Deactivated D1 were indeed users that
briefly tried the platform before deactivating their account
during day 1. On the other hand, Deactivated Others (light
blue bars) appear to be more productive with respect to
Enabled for all kinds of interactions. This trend is confirmed
in the analysis after day 1 shown in Figure 9.
Regarding the accounts suspended on day 1 (Suspended

D1, yellow bars), Figure 8a shows that a high percentage
of them was involved in producing new tweets (over 60%,
compared to only 20% of Enabled), achieving followers (over
50%), and following other accounts (over 70%). Moreover,
Suspended D1 were substantially more prolific than Enabled
accounts for all interactions, as shown in Figure 8b. For
instance, the median values for new tweets and new follow-
ings were 7 and 62, respectively, compared to just 2 and 8 for
Enabled. It should also be highlighted that Suspended D1
accounts had less than 24 hours to interact with the platform
and that some of these interactionsmight have beenmissed by
our technique due to the sampling schedule. Overall, we may
suppose that spammy behavior was among the main causes
for day 1 suspensions.

The results related to Suspended D15-17 reveal a peculiar
activity pattern. Considering the analysis of day 1 in Figure 8a
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(orange bars), it can be seen that this subgroup was the least
active, in proportion to the total number of accounts in the
subgroup, for all kinds of activities. For example, the two
activities involving the highest percentage of accounts were
new tweets (9.1% of active accounts) and achieving followers
(6.1%). Still, as Suspended D15-17 alone includes almost
92% of all the suspended accounts, its number of total active
accounts on day 1 (20,419) is about two times the sum of the
accounts in the other two suspended subgroups. Therefore,
it is not surprising that these accounts managed to have a sub-
stantial impact on the total number of active accounts on the
platform. In particular, 11.6% of the accounts that produced at
least one new tweet on day 1 belonged to Suspended D15-17.
In terms of interaction count, the distribution is similar to
that of Enabled. Again, due to the large number of accounts
in this subgroup, the active accounts in Suspended D15-17
were responsible for the greatest share of interactions from
suspended accounts on day 1, with the only exceptions being
likes (35.1% of suspended volume) and followings (30.9%).
Notably, Suspended D15-17 produced 7.4% of the total num-
ber of day 1 new tweets from any account, as well as 12.9%
of retweets.

The behavior of Suspended D15-17 after day 1 (Figure 9)
is even more revealing: only 1,389 accounts (1.2% of the
subgroup total) were active in producing tweets, likes, or in
following other accounts. The interaction that involved the
greatest number of accounts in the subgroup was achieving
new followers (1,052 accounts, 0.9%). Overall, it is plau-
sible to suppose that most of these accounts might have
been ‘‘frozen’’ by Twitter soon after creation and thus were
totally inactive after day one. As illustrated in Figure 6,
Suspended D15-17 were finally suspended in bulk around
their 16th day on the platform.
For the remaining suspended accounts (Suspended Others,

red bars), which represent 4.2% of the total number of sus-
pensions occurred, we can report that the percentage of active
accounts for all activities is not particularly high for any inter-
action with respect to Enabled, the only exception being new
tweets on day 1 (about 40% of Suspended Others). In terms of
interaction count per active accounts, the distributions show
a slightly more productive behavior with respect to Enabled.

Overall, it can be observed that the vast majority of sus-
pended accounts (77.7%) were completely inactive according
to our monitoring technique. Either Twitter managed to block
these accounts right after they started interacting (and before
our monitoring technique was able to capture such interac-
tions), or it took specific measures that actually prevented
these accounts from interacting with the platform. Never-
theless, detected interactions from suspended accounts still
represent a relevant portion of the total number of interactions
from new accounts.

V. CONCLUSION
In this study we have provided insights into the behavior
of new accounts on Twitter, starting from an unprecedented
dataset of over 500,000 accounts. Thanks to an innovative

approach, these accounts were monitored since their regis-
tration on the platform.

The first research question (RQ1), inspired by the recent
Musk-Twitter dispute, concerned the proportion of ephemeral
and potentially malicious accounts among new Twitter
accounts. Our analysis of deactivations and suspensions in
the first 21 days confirms the relevance of such accounts.
Indeed, almost 25% of accounts were suspended in the first
three weeks, whereas another 4.3% was deliberately deacti-
vated. For a broader temporal view, we screened the accounts’
status two years after creation. The results suggest a lack
of sustained engagement with the platform: only 11.1% of
the initial set of accounts were still active and produced
more than 20 tweets over two years. Moreover, Botometer-
based classification revealed that most of these accounts are
potential social bots.

The second research question (RQ2) led us to evaluate
the timing of deactivations and suspensions during the first
21 days. The timing of suspensions is particularly interesting,
as it provides insights into how Twitter enforces its policy
against accounts recognized as malicious. A peculiar pattern
emerged: about 70% of all the suspensions were enforced on
the first hours of day 16, relative to account creation. Also,
90% of the total suspended accounts over the 21-day period
stopped interacting with the platform less than 24 hours after
registration, as if they were restricted. These results highlight
Twitter’s attempt to tackle malicious accounts as soon as
possible.

The third and last research question (RQ3) concerned
the behavior of ephemeral accounts and their impact on
the platform. Twitter’s early intervention led to the suspen-
sion of a large proportion of totally inactive accounts: our
method did not detect any interaction for 77% of the new
accounts suspended within 21 days from registration. Either
Twitter blocked these accounts before they started interact-
ing with the platform or right after the first tweet, which
was eliminated before we could detect it according to our
sampling schedule. Despite this, ephemeral accounts had a
non-negligible impact in terms of content production and
social interactions. For instance, considering the total vol-
umes among new accounts, suspended accounts represented
12.4% of the authors of new tweets, while the combined total
of deactivated and suspended accounts produced over 10% of
tweets and almost 8% of social interactions.

Overall our results suggest that, at least when applied to
new accounts, Twitter’s reports on the prevalence of mali-
cious accounts might have been too optimistic. As a con-
servative figure, we estimated that more than 120,000 new
accounts are created daily, of which only 3.8% show a high
probability of being genuine and long-term active users.
Undoubtedly, the high volume of daily account creation poses
a significant challenge, in which both users’ safety and rev-
enues from advertisers are at stake. It is hoped that Twitter’s
new ownership will follow through on its promise to reduce
the impact of spam and fake accounts on the platform. As a
future research direction, it would be interesting to conduct a
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similar study on new data, in order to compare the behavior
and suspension rate of new accounts with those presented in
this paper. This would allow for an evaluation of how the
policy changes introduced by the new ownership, including
the removal of free API usage, have affected the proliferation
of malicious accounts.
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